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About This Content
This DLC will add 'Elphelt Valentine' as a playable character in the game.
She can also be unlocked by progressing through the game.
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Really fun game about teaming up to kill the omegalodon (played by a player) and his friends. Unfortunately it seems kind of
dead but it does go on sale for $1 every steam sale, so maybe consider picking it up with your friends to try it out. Enemies die
too quickly to make any skills other than the standard attack useless and the only reason you can't just stand and spam it is the
annoyingly long spawn invincibility on enemies.. This game is in EA and shows it, but the devs are cleaning the bugs up and they
listen to their fans. Being able to create foods is fun and then placing them on a menue, funner, then being able to charge what
you want for your created menue items, a bonus. Thank you for this game. I do recommend this game. I just wish we could
create the building where the restaurant is placed.. Skin best girl? dude? what? Van is nice too, Biollante its fine tho, humm Stev
is cool, Boss is where its at, Eva is ok, Ryia decent, Darren darn cute, Billy gang fappity fap, Paul you gotta be kitten me, oh
Camer yea more than passable, Alice hey that is pretty good.
Not exactly a perfect game, i mean needs some polishing here and there, maybe change the font or color of the text in some
parts, extend the timer for the casuals, "cough cough" bulge pls, well i was expecting more lewd, had fun beating it with my
gaming grandpa, also playing with my shelf minigame.. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=631980626.
Excellent! So happy to be playing this game again. Sure, the graphics are crusty as a crab but the gameplay.. oh it's just so
amazing. Love it!. I got this on sale for something like $1 and it was worth the price. The criticisms others have leveled at it are
valid, but don't take into account the type of game this is. This is a game that you play when you're on an mmo and waiting for
friends to arrive. It passes time. In this function it excels. It has charm, and is a good time waster.
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Great entry to Roguelikes.. Summary:
Recommended if you are a masochist like me.
Details:
+ Insanely difficult, but very rewarding once you understand a segment and can execute it without major errors.
+ Chill music, and objects that move with the beat, makes it easy to get in the flow.
+ Pleasant to look at
+ Unique and fun bossfights (except the first one, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that flower)
+ Multiple Unlockable Playstyles
+ Liberal use of Checkpoints
- Colors sometimes make it hard to see tiny bullets
- Crashed once
~ Perfect for speedrunning. It's easy to get high in the leaderboards because nobody plays the game (seriously, people come play
this game)
. Have you ever played or at least heard of the games Wipeout, or F-Zero? Well Flashout 2 is a lot like those games. You race on
a track and have weapons and stuff to shoot at other people. Its fast pace and the weapons are generally decent.
The controls are a little annoying, but it was a port from a mobiles and was just released so that will hopefully change. Even if it
doesn't the game is still very playable and fun.
The AI is pretty good, but I'm sure going up against humans will be more fun.
This is a fun game to either go though the campaign or just jump into and have a couple of quick races.
I'd give this game a 7.5 out of 10. There is room for improvement, but even if it just stayed like this is a great game. Pick it up
once you get a chance if you like racing games, I really don't think you will be disappointed in it. Though just to make sure
always check out some gameplay video for it on youtube.. For what you get from this, it's a bit of a let down, to pay this much
for a map editor. Nop ! Definitively nop.... Don't get me wrong. The gameplay is ok for a survival game like this, but after you
figured out how to deal with the game it's more like:
"Ok, let's get some more citizens ... oh no, food is missing. Let's produce some more... ok, now you don't have any clothes. Here
are some cotton fields. Oh wait, i don't have enough wood at the moment, because for some reason I need wood to build crop
fields" 10 minutes later "Ok, here are your cotton fields. Now I can build more houses, but first I need more wood" and so on.
So after a while it gets boring and annoying, because it is really only survival part, without being creative like in other survival
games, where you can build a city with individual houses for example.
If you still want to buy it, then keep in mind that this game is only good enough to fill up like 1 or 2 hours.. Very good game u
can run jumo and die to doors and u can also run in forest 2 hours and cant find♥♥♥♥♥♥

10/10 would run 2 hours in forest again. Cute graphics but not so great at different resolutions. Gets really boring really fast.
Annoying puzzles.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=UOq9p1jaovk
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